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DATA ACTIONS
Data Action

Definition

1

Capacity building

Developing and strengthening of skills, including training

2

Data analysis

3

Data collection

4

Data governance

5

Data
infrastructure

Digital infrastructure to share, process, store, use and visualize
data, including Apps and platforms

6

Data mapping

Matching data from different databases

7

Data migration

Moving data from one (virtual) location to another

8

Data monitoring

9

Data sharing

10

Data reporting

11

Data visualization

12

Funding

13

Impact
assessment and
measurement

Use of data to assess consequences of an initiative

14

Data research
and technology
development

Research into the kinds of tools, data systems, sources, etc. that
might be of use to the public sector, and the contributions to the
overall process of invention, design, innovation, and diffusion of
technology or processes using data

15

Technical service
provision

Providing infrastructure/skills for data actions, usually in the form
of staff secondments, or the embedding of technical experts
within an institution

16

Supporting
Voluntary National
Reviews (VNRs)

A specific data action that relates to UN Member States’ right to
report annually on progress towards the SDGs

Generating insights from raw data
Primary or secondary data that is collected and stored in a
database
The process of managing data. This includes ensuring the
usability, integrity, and security of the data

Reviewing data to ensure its completeness, consistency, and
accuracy, as well as security and validity
Collection of practices, technologies, cultural elements, and
legal frameworks that are relevant to transactions in any kind of
information digitally, between different kinds of organizations
Collecting and formatting raw data and translating it into a
digestible format
Collecting and formatting raw data and translating it into
visually appealing formats
Providing funds for any form of data actions

